Product Features and Benefits:

- Printer is positioned up and completely out of the way
- Fully adjustable mounting rods fit vehicles equipped with dual, “seat top” headrest sleeves
- “Slide-in/slide out” installation/removal in seconds... without tools
- Rods fold flat for floorboard stowage or “grab n’ go” shelf storage of the complete printer/mount unit
- Fully portable; easy “vehicle to vehicle” transfer of the complete printer/mount unit
- VHPMs vs “installed” mounts- larger fleets may require less printers, lower deployment costs
- Heavy gauge black powder-coated steel with solid aluminum, lock-notched, dual mounting rods
- Console Conversion Kit (CCK) easily converts VHPM into a Vehicle Console Printer Mount (VCPM)
Mobile Office Tools

Vehicle Headrest Printer Mount

Brother *PocketJet* BPJ-VHPM Specifications and Overview

Patented Product (U.S. Pats. 7637566, 7874612, additional patent pending)

- Printer is positioned up and completely out of the way
- All printing components will stow inside the VHPM to create a self-contained, Total Mobile Printing Solution (TMPS)
- Convenient transport/storage - the VHPM’s mounting rods fold flat for transport and “grab n’ go” shelf storage
- Quick installation - slide rods into existing headrest sleeves; plug-in USB cable and power cord... start printing
- Officers can easily retrieve printed documents without losing sight of offender’s vehicle
- Console Conversion Kit (optional) easily converts the VHPM into a Vehicle Console Printer Mount (VCPM)

Product Specifications:

**Brother PocketJet VHPM**: 10.5 x 5.5 x 3.25 in; black powder-coated 18 gauge steel mount enclosure, 16 gauge hinged lid; 4 in. long, solid aluminum mounting rods; 3.65 lbs

**Console Conversion Kit (CCK)**: 7 x 3 x 8 in; black powder-coated 11 gauge steel L-bracket w/fasteners; 2.65 lbs
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- Printer is positioned up and completely out of the way
- Fully adjustable, dual mounting rods fit all vehicles commonly used by law enforcement
- Quick install/removal without tools; mounting rods slide/lock into headrest sleeves
- Mounting rods fold flat to allow floorboard stowage of mount and printer as single unit
- Officers can easily retrieve printed documents without losing sight of offender’s vehicle
- Console Conversion Kit (optional) easily converts VHPM to Vehicle Console Printer Mount (VCPM)

Product Specifications:

HP470 VHPM: 13.6 x 6.6 x 1.5 in; black powder-coated 18 gauge steel mount platform; 4 in, solid aluminum mounting rods; weight 1.5 lbs

Console Conversion Kit (CCK): 7.0 x 3.0 x 8.0 in; black powder-coated 11 gauge steel L-bracket; w/fasteners; weight 2.65 lbs

LEM Solutions, LLC  415 Pisgah Church Road, Suite 122, Greensboro, NC 27455   Office: 336.275.2728   Fax: 336.275.2733
www.lemolutions.com
Mobile Office Tools

Vehicle Headrest Printer Mount

Canon iP100-VHPM Specifications and Overview
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- Printer is positioned up and completely out of the way, taking up zero space inside the vehicle
- Fully adjustable, dual mounting rods fit all vehicles commonly used by law enforcement
- Mounting rods slide into headrest sleeves for quick install/removal without tools
- Mounting rods fold flat to allow floorboard stowage of mount and printer as single unit
- Officers can easily retrieve printed documents without losing sight of offender’s vehicle
- Console Conversion Kit (optional) easily converts the VHPM into a Vehicle Console Printer Mount (VCPM)

Product Specifications:

Canon iP100 VHPM: 13.0 x 7.4 x 2.0 in; black powder-coated 18 gauge steel mount platform; 4 in, solid aluminum mounting rods; weight 1.5 lbs

Console Conversion Kit (CCK): 7.0 x 3.0 x 8.0 in; black powder-coated 11 gauge steel L-bracket w/fasteners; weight 2.65 lbs
RW420 Mobile Printer and Charging Cradle by ZEBRA Technologies

Patented product (U.S. Pats. 7637566, 7874612, additional patent pending)

- Positions printer up and completely out of the way, yet within easy reach of the driver
- Adjustable mounting rods available to fit all vehicles equipped with dual headrest sleeves.
- Rapid slide-in/slide out installation/removal in seconds without tools
- Quick release RW-420 charging cradle provides a secure, convenient docking base for outside or inside mobile printing chores, and a safe harbor when the vehicle is on the move
- Mounting rods fold flat to allow floorboard/shelf stowage of mount and printer as single unit
- The Console Conversion Kit (available from LEM Solutions) easily converts the VHPM into a Vehicle Console Printer Mount (VCPM).
- Additionally, the RW420-VHPM, by using application appropriate brackets, may be converted into a rugged, heavy-duty printer mount solution for cage partitions, motorcycles, bicycles, fork trucks, “meter-maid” vehicles, boats, and other mobile platforms.

HP470-VHPM Product Specifications:

11.0 x 6.0 x 6.75 in; black powder-coated 14 ga. steel mounting platform; dual, 4 in. lock-notched, solid aluminum mounting rods; weight 2.5.0 lbs

NOTE: The Zebra RW420 printer and Zebra RW 420 Charging Cradle (part # AK18178-1 or part # AK18178-2) are not included and must be purchased separately.